2017 Bucknell University Service Opportunities

For students looking for University Service opportunities as part of a university sanction and/or the judicial process, a student may contact any of those person/areas listed below. University Service is (1) involuntary, (2) completed as a consequence of violating the Student Code of Conduct, (3) work or manual labor one would usually be paid for, and (4) is arranged only through the Assistant Dean of Student, Student Conduct Administer. University Service is not to be confused with Community Service. University Service is punitive in nature and used as a sanction and Community Service is not.

John Cummins, Dining Services  j.cummins@bucknell.edu  570-577-1904
- Always looking or assistance in and around Bostwick Dining Hall

Chad Mason, Athletics   cmo51@bucknell.edu
- Athletics and special events

Karen Landis, Recreation Services  kelandis@bucknell.edu  570-577-1656
- Special events and late night activities

Orientation and Leadership
- Needs assistance with First Year Integration Series (FYIS) programs  570-577-1638

Cpt. Doug Lauver, BUPS  dlauver@bucknell.edu  570-577-3333
Lt. Corey Jones, BUPS  cjones@bucknell.edu  570-577-3333
- Wash cruisers, complete monthly emergency phone testing, general cleaning, setting up and maintaining campus barricades

Amy Beward, CAP Center  acb028@bucknell.edu  570-577-1217
Miriah Royal, CAP Center  miriah.royal@bucknell.edu  570-577-1217
- Looking for help with concerts, festivals, entertainment and special events

John Testa, Facilities, Grounds and Labor Supervisor  jrt013@bucknell.edu  570-577-1911
- Work as a recycling assistant collecting and transporting single-stream recycling. Maximum of two students per work period (limited seating in truck). Wear old clothes, no open toed shoes. Requests must be made at least 24 hours in advance.

Gina Stockdale, Events Management Office  gina.stockdale@bucknell.edu
Roger Oberlin, Forrest Brown Conference Center  roberlin@bucknell.edu  570-577-3095
- Helping Roger with work at the Forrest Brown Center – Eight miles west of Bucknell’s campus on PA Rt. 192 in the village of Cowen – you will need your own transportation and should wear where old clothes, long pants, and closed toe shoes.

Once the university service is completed, the university staff member should send an email to Ms. Joanne Rishel  jrishel@bucknell.edu and/or Ms. Jennifer Albright  jna006@bucknell.edu to confirm the students’ name, the project they participated in and the number of hours the student completed.